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ANNOUNCEMENTS

One of the worst kept secret in power boat circles ... Duff Daily will be
one of the drivers representing the USA at the Chellenge.
Rated as one of the best in the world, Florida based Duff Daily won the second World Challenge
here in Australia in early 2016. Driving the Chev powered Elcid, it was an unbelievable battle with a
couple of the Australians and it was down to only a few points the difference at the end of the
series. Not sure if he will be driving the Elcid boat or the new boat from the Mike Stock stable.
Other boats are also confirmed from other leading US teams with announcements made closer to
the event.

WESCRANES

Officer of the Day
To hold one of the projected biggest events in
recent times you will need to fill positions with
the best people possible. Probably the most
important position at the USA Vs Australia is
the “Officer of the Day”. Why so important, well
every racing incident or problem on the water
will come back to this person. One of the best
in this business is Graham Hart. To keep that
level playing field required for all boats Graham
will be Officer of the Day at both events
(Windsor and Berri).
There are not too many people involved in power
boat racing that don’t know the name Graham
Hart. Much has been written about him over
his 44 years of involvement in the sport.
Winning almost everything in 5 and 6-litre,
outright victory in the Bridge to Bridge Power
Boat Race, Graham is also heavily involved in
running major events.

Spectacular for many years. Anyone who has
been called to the pit Marshalls’ caravan for an
interview with Graham, will know, it can be a
very daunting experience, so much so, that I
have seen drivers surrender themselves before
being called up. Graham not only has the “look”
that can defuse a problem he has the best
knowledge of the sport of anyone I know.

However little is known about the amount of
work Graham has put into the sport and his
beloved club the Upper Hawkesbury Power
Boat Club.

A couple of years ago Graham retired from
holding a position on the Board but still is a
Patron of the club. Today, Graham is still seen in
the tower from time-to-time on club days
carrying out the duties of officer of the day,
dispensing discipline where required.

Grahams’ involvement in the club started 44
years ago and still continues to this day. He has
Not only has Graham and wife Lee sacrificed a
held every office from Commodore, Chairman and
lot of their time helping the club and the sport,
various flag officers at UHPBC, as well as
they have also been extremely generous
positions with the APBA. In the early 80’s
financially through sponsorship with their
Graham was instrumental with the introduction
company Wescranes. Wescranes will be
of junior racing to UHPBC plus new course rules
suppling transport for boats between Windsor
that are still in place today. In 1988 Graham
and Berri and the return trip as well … thank
was awarded the Australian Commemorative
you Graham for that support.
Medal for services to the Hawkesbury and the
UHPBC and a few years ago was
Back in the day in his beloved
honoured with the inaugural George
Hartache boat
Kilpatrick medal.
Graham has for many years helped
in the organizing of the Bridge to
Bridge and has been the Grand
Marshall at the start for longer
than anyone can remember. He has
also been the race co-ordinate and
pit Marshall at the UHPBC

Trojan Series and the ...
THE LARRY MARTIN STORY
It is with great pleasure to announce that
the Trojan Super 6-Litre Series will be part of
Round Two at Berri and round one of the
Series. The Upper Hawkesbury Power Boat
Club will still have a round of the Trojan but it
will be at the Windsor Spectacular later in
the year. The point structure is still to be
worked out but to have both the USA Vs
Australian Challenge and the Trojan Series will
only add to the excitement. Below is a brief
story on Larry Martins career.
Larry started his racing
career in 1987 in the
6.0-Litre Carby
Displacement Class
driving a Bruce
Everingham hull and had success racing
against some of the best drivers in the
country including Brian McCosker, John Cross
and Henry Eitz.
In 1990 Larry changed hulls and went to a Pete
Smith Everingham and again had success in the
Carby class. He was waiting for a new 6-Litre
fuel injected, methanol fuelled engine from very
well-known USA race engine builders Reher
Morrison Racing Engines. This combination had
immediate success at his first race meeting
with the new engine at Windsor Spectacular.
Larry went through the meeting undefeated and
won the Menace Cup. He backed up again at
Griffith with an Australasian kilo speed record of
116.60mph (this record stood for 8 years).
Larry’s next boat came from Rob and Garry
Newall at Childsplay Marine in their brand new
‘Shallow V’ design and once again he was
successful winning most of the time.
From about 1993 Larry once again could not
stop trying new and different things more Bruce
Everingham Hulls mixed in with more Childsplay
Marine Hulls as well as something completely

different a smooth sided hull that was designed
and built by his good friend John Blakemore.
His quest to try and stay 1 step ahead of his
competitors never stopped from 1987 to
2004. Larry had 13 boats over his career, six
different engines, and many different propeller
combinations … just too many to remember
but believe me it would be 50 or more.
Crewing for Larry was never boring. There were
always something new to try or change, just
ask crew members Laurie Candusso, Bruce
Gardner or Jamie Magor.
In November 2004 at Bundy Thunder,
Bundaberg Larry did not get to drive his beloved
Trojan back to the ramp.
In 2013 the Trojan crew changed the format
and introduced the Trojan Super Series which
currently consists of four rounds spread across
three States. Many thanks go to the support
of sponsors and drivers of the Series.
“It is just getting bigger and better every year
and the commitment from driver and quality of
equipment in boats is testament and would be
very humbling to Larry.” Added Laurie
Trojan Cup Winners
2005

Image

Craig Lewis

2006

The Chase

Mal McColl

2007

Image

Craig Lewis

2008

InExcess

Jeff Stunnel

2009

Hi Flya

Greg Lewis

2010

Sacrifice

Chris Whalan

2011

Solace

Ryan Hall

2012

Sacrifice

Chris Whalan

2013

Sacrifice

Chris Whalan

2014

InExcess

Jeff Stunnel

2015

Workhorse

Alan Newton

2016

Workhorse

Alan Newton

2017

Shananigans

Chris Pugsley

2018

?

?

Going undercover with ...
Detective ‘Scoop’ Jackson!
Is this FUN or FICTION ... it’s up to you!
This will get all the keyboard worriors in melt-down
All predictions are made in fun and no malice is intended!

Will these new boats be at the USA Vs Australia Event
Why is Bakker
trying to keep a
lid on things ...
Scoop reconds
this jolly green
giant will keep
Bakkers hands
full and his
wallet a little
less full.

News is that Thurgar and Ryan Hall have
been looking at a gel-coat colour chart ...
Thurgar you need to empty your trailer.
Great to hear that more power might be
on the cards as well. Go go Ryan ...

The new

Ear to the ground and heard that the
Oxygen Thief owner has a new lucky number
... its now 19 (footer). My source tells me
that the build is well on the way. Also heard
that Pug’s father-in-law and spannerman is
going to blow more wind into the engine.
Mmmmm got to see that. Living on the
edge just got more interesting.

The old
What about this boat, it’s got an all new
Attitude ... new lid, new bearers, new
paint to come and a new owner ... What a
tuff looking boat ... wonder what colour …
it would look brilliant all in Black! Its
gunner take a lot of engine to make this
little lady bogie.

Scoop would like to be a fly on the wall in
this shed. News down south is that the
car dealer is going to need more than one
can of fly spay to stop this flying critter.
Deano what are you thinking...!

New combo from Tassie and Professor
Magor. ‘Marks’ my word this power plant is
comming along nicely! Clayton this will get
your attention.

A pigeon pair of Childsplay
boats. One would say the
boat on the left is a cranky
puppy (Bulldog); hopefully Jamie can keep
this mongrel on a leash. The other boat is
a new baby ‘Bourne’ to Alfie. With six
months out from the event my sources say
that two boats will be at the event …
Alfie can’t drive them both or can he.

With a bucket load of added power this
Ramsay cell boat will be one to keep an
eye on ... it will be a weapon. Always keen
to lead a Rebellion of some kind, the
Ramsay’s have put a lot of time and effort
into this rig ... and the colour is great.

A new rig with a familiar
name! It is a real family
affair with the Nugget
(Dean) and son Nathan
both in the BAD class. No
hand-me-downs from Dad,
young Nathan is doing it all
his way with lots of new
bits and a new boat and
colour. Love to be sitting
around the Barry dinner
table after racing.

Keeping a lid on things and does red really
go faster ... I’ll let it out who this is for in
the next newsletter

Winners of the first prize in
the biggest raffle in
powerboat history the Bad
Intent rig is well underway
with its fitout. It’s been a
few years but the MacKay brothers are full
steam ahead with Mick screwing a new big
block together and Rod on the tools with
the fitout. There is nothing ‘Lite’ about this
boat ... its been built to go to war.

Good mannors and no Bad Attitude with
this team. New owners are keen to race ...
could this be the suprise package at the
USA Vs Australia event? Scoop reporting ...

